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Chapter 1 : Battlefield 4 - GameSpot
This page contains the full campaign Walkthrough for Battlefield www.nxgvision.com is an index containing each level
with details on what needs to be done in order to obtain completion with gold strategies.

As you can see from reading my website you already know I am making money playing some of my favorite
games from home with the help of the internet. As a thank you for making my dream a reality I have partnered
with an online video game retailer who is willing to teach you how to get started now and quit your current
job. To read his guide Battlefield 4 Multiplayer Guides â€” From Newbie to Pro Battlefield 4 multiplayer is
one the most complex and intense first person multiplayer games to date. It offers countless hours of online
action and fun. But, it demands a wide range of skills from you. Luckily, skills are something you can learn
and improve. This is where my guides, tips and tricks come in. Are you ready to become a well-respected
player, known far and wide? Have you ever played Battlefield 3 multiplayer? If you are reading this than you
still have an interest in working from home playing games. I know the feeling and would love to help. My
friend has written a guide to get anyone started now, even if you have very little money to invest. To read his
guide Some things are the same. Other things are either different or completely new. I discuss a whole bunch
of them on this page. Here are some of the things I write more about: Why solo players struggle more in the
Battlefield games than in other first person multiplayer shooters. Are you a saver? Do you try to keep your
valuables to yourself in the real world? Why Charles Darwin is important to multiplayer gaming. Click here
and learn which mistakes to avoid. Each class has specific specialties and unique qualities to them. I write a
lot more about the classes, and how they can win matches for you, in other guides. Why run and gun players
easily fail in the Battlefield games. What a Boom Sniper is. Click here to become best in class. If so, the
multiplayer aspect of BF4 may seem like a big, scary monster. Large maps, a range of different vehicles, an
enormous number of weapon combinations, and up to 64 players in each match make this game challenging
even to the experienced player. But there are things you can do to ease your online debut. The elementary
principles of success in all Battlefield multiplayer games. Which game mode you should start off with. Why
running and gunning is more difficult in this game. How to learn the maps at top speed. How to become a
wanted team player. And moreâ€¦ The guide is written with the beginner in mind. Click here to read this
guide. The result is more victories and a higher level of respect from your fellow gamers. How to always be
teamed up with good players. The tool that makes you a better team player. How each class contributes to
better co-operation and thus more victories. Click here to open this guide. The guides are really good. And
they can be decisive in how your online debut develops; into a failure that makes you cringe, or into
something to brag about on Facebook. Click here to take a look at the guides. Wanna Live Longer and
Respawn Less? Then Read This Guide Staying alive for more than a few minutes at a time in Battlefield 4
online is not an easy task. The countless number of skilled players operating makes it difficult to avoid
frequent respawns. Fortunately for us, there are measures we can take. We can let our characters die less,
simply by changing some of our playing habits. Click here to open it. Here are some of the things you can read
more about: The advantages of combining running and walking in a quick-witted way. How to survive a
sudden meeting with enemies that are turning a corner. How being a coward might let you live longer. How to
conceal your playing style from the star players. And moreâ€¦ Click here to open this guide. As with all other
things you want to master, improving your aim and accuracy in BF4 multiplayer takes practice. You can read
more about this: How a tiny little detail can improve your accuracy immediately. Which sights you should
choose at what time. How to avoid making the same mistake thousands of other players make. What Newton
is to BF4 online. And moreâ€¦ Click here to read the guide now. You can do fairly well with mediocre aiming
skills when using shotguns , light machine guns , or assault rifles. In this guide you can read more about: The
solution to the problem all recons face. What Mil-dots are, and how they can help you shoot better than most.
Which scope to use when. How to execute impressive, lethal longshots And moreâ€¦ Click here to open the
guide. Other players expect you to be aggressive and first in line, in addition to keeping your teammates alive.
Click here to become a better assault. Do you want to become a support who impresses teammates and pisses
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off opponents? Many players are under the impression that those who run Recon are notorious campers with
no-one but themselves in mind. A lot of players do use this class for the wrong purpose when team work is the
factor their efforts are being judged by. But there are also plenty of Recons that are nothing short of extremely
valuable to their squad and team. Want to become a useful, efficient, and most of all, deadly, Recon? Have a
look at this guide. To read his guide Guide: Like the other three classes, Engineers have weapons and
equipment that can turn a match around. Want to become a game changing Engineer? Here are some tips to
help you along the way. Click here to open the guide. And devastating, in the hands of skilled players. But the
road from a crashing rookie to ace pilot can be long. Click here to watch.
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Battlefield 4 Game Guide & Walkthrough Welcome to a HUGE battlefield. This unofficial guide to Battlefield 4 is an
all-you-need-to-know about the multiplayer mode, but also a complete walkthrough of the single player campaign.

Obtain 11 points in the Shanghai mission in the Campaign There are loads of multi-kill opportunities so you
can also go for the Wrecker trophy while doing this. You can throw tons of grenades and score a lot of points
during that section. Obtain 11 points in the South China Sea mission in the Campaign Just take advantage of
the boat section when you are making your way to the Valkyrie and you should have no problem. Obtain 12
points in the Kunlun Mountains mission in the Campaign Also, use explosives when defending yourself from
incoming helicopter enemies as it will greatly benefit you. Use a sniper rifle at the last section so you can take
out enemies from a distance. Complete all Assignments in the Campaign 7. There are 3 different assignments
for each mission: Bronze, Silver, and Gold. They are related to obtaining a certain amount of points in each
level. There are also 3 related to the 3 different endings in the campaign. Multi-kills are the key for getting all
of the assignments as they offer a large amount of points. For example, getting a multi-kill with 3 kills will
award you points. Getting headshots and killstreaks can help you earn large amounts of points. You want to
completely avoid making your squad engage targets as they only offer 50 points per squad kill. Achieving all
of the assignments is very easy and you should have no problem. The one I had the most trouble with is
Singapore as the mission requires several multi-kills and they are difficult to pull off. Obtain 15 points in the
Tashgar mission in the Campaign Take advantage of the gadget boxes as you will be able to spam grenades.
This should not be a problem. Obtain 6 points in the Suez mission in the Campaign Unlock all assignments
and collectibles in the Campaign 6.
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of 17 results for "battlefield 4 strategy guide" Battlefield 4 Collector's Edition: Prima Official Game Guide Oct 29, by
David Knight. Hardcover.

Unfortunately, as the vehicle sinks Sgt. Dunn has no hope of escape as he is pinned down hard in the
wreckage. He gives you his gun and orders you to shoot out the window to save yourself and the others. The
moment you do so, time flashes back to moments prior to the crash which you will play out the scenario
leading to it. Run down the halll and head for the safe house. Pac will catch you off guard and almost shoot
you in the face. Dunn also comes in and spooks him. Check the crate for the weapons. Go the window and
Irish will jump out the window across the street. Protect him from all hostiles by killing them from where he
says they are coming from. Once all is clear, Irish will climb into the safehouse. Move ahead and when you
see daylight, aim for the door and shoot whoever comes out of it. Drop down and run to the door but turn
around and shoot the enemies coming from behind below where you used to be. Rush in when you hear the
word "Clear" then drop down into a red painted room. Use a explosive weapon to blast through the wall. Dunn
has you scan the area. Do so until you see a truck with orange traces that are coming from it. These are enemy
soldiers that dropped down from it. Your new objective is to reach the factory roof. Run down the right side
and flank them. Kill the remaining ones in the back and a copter will rise and this must be Firebird. She states
there are multiple heat signatures ahead. Deal with all the enemies from afar. Press the indicated button to
Engage and send the copter after the enemies. The next set of enemies lob grenades. Watch out for those. Stay
back as far as possible and let Firebird take out most of the work when she is ready to be sent out and take
cover and get rid of the rest of the enemies. You know when it is clear when Firebird confirms it and says push
on. In the meantime, she will remind you if there are more enemies arriving and that is a lifesaver. Run into
the pipe to end up in a building. When you get to the exit pipe, be on your toes. The enemies are now shooting
RPGs that cause Firebird to fall back. Kill everybody on the ground then kill everyone on the catwalk above.
They are still lobbing grenades at you so be on the move at all times. When it is all clear follow your squad
into the factory. In the elevator, you get a message from Firebird that there is hostile air. Everyone ducks down
and gets knocked out of the elevator onto the catwalk. Run down the catwalk like crazy and run up the stairs.
Run onto the roof and get to the chopper. A driver comes in and the soldiers commandeer the vehicle. Follow
the onscreen instruction on how to drive and head for the secondary extraction point. Follow the road
wherever it takes you and the enemy copter will still harass you. Irish gives you a grenade launcher and you
blast the helicopter to kingdom com but you also end up taking a plunge into the water thus bringing us back
to the present. Everyone except Dunn swim to shore and Dunn dies a noble death. When he is done, follow
him and Irish to a yellow ladder and go up. You will see a Chinese politician speaking on the big screen on a
building. When you get to another ladder, go down and run across the right side of the fountain and go up the
stairs leading to the hotel. Go to the right side of the building and the door is open here. Your new objective is
to reach the VIPs. Follow the gang to the elevator and hit the button and go inside. Pac hands you a UMP
During the elevator ride, you and the gang end up on the wrong floor and open fire on the people inside before
heading up another floor. Open the crate for weapons. Move forward and get ready to round the corner but
stay low for now and wait for two of the enemies to go up the stairs then sneak up on the the initial enemy and
stealth kill him then quietly head to the outside and up the stairs and flank the other two. Their comrades will
come down the stairs inside. Deal with them as you fight your way up those stairs. There will be several
people to kill so mark them as you go for engagement. Go up the stairs and the door is locked. Pac will
attempt to disable the security system. You will see a copter outside. Go downstairs and get some claymore
and prepare for another gun battle. Place Claymore near the stairs so you can blow up anybody who tries to
charge in. Head back up the stairs and into the room. Go inside the elevator upstairs and once up there, you
will hear an explosion. You initially think that the mission was a failure after rounding the corners and the
VIPs got blown up but fortunately Kovic had switched rooms and the VIPs are alive. Hannah introduces
herself and her husband whom is wounded. Kovic says to commandeer a copter on the roof. Head for the
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stairwell and you will be in a red area. Go up the stairs and and quietly highlight all enemies then start blasting
everyone as you try to secure the copter. You will be notified when it is all clear. Get inside the copter and the
husband gets shot. Shoot all of the enemies that attack. Amidst the firefight, the copter had made a getaway.
Move around the area killing any remaining enemies looming around after the initial firefight stopped. Go
down the stairs in the red room and go into the elevator. Next objective is to reach the Waterfront. After
exiting, Garrison says exit is still not possible with the copter outside and you must reach the ship in 30
minutes but you are not timed for this. He says the quickest way out is east. No choice here but to fight it out.
Once you get on the outer fountain, more of the enemies will be lowered from the copter. You can kill most of
them easily by launching a grenade where they land then kill the survivors. Run down the alley to the west and
a tank will come out. Double back and cut a left into another alley and kill the enemies at the end of it. Keep
pushing forward while avoiding the tanks blasts where you see open space. Eventually, you and the gang reach
a couple who are hugging and ask for your help reaching the river. Follow the couple to their safehouse. Chen
says there are tanks outside and you must find an anti-tank explosive. Head outside and run across the catwalk
and go down the stairs. Grab whatever explosive you prefer and you have two options. The first option is
dangerous as the tank will actually try to rolling over them. A good strategy is to place the mines close
together in a zig zag pattern so the tank will not be able avoid being blown up at least once. It takes at least
two explosives to destroy the tank. After it is destroyed, you have to deal with a second tank. Destroy that one
and head to the boat. Get to the port and board the boat. A copter gets destroyed by an EMP blast and crashes
in the water but luckily no one onboard the boat is hurt. The signal however is jammed though. After the
convo is over, your objective is to find Irish. The place is a maze of sorts but the best way to find him is to run
up to the guys chatting then turn left and open the door at the dead end to go outside.
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Chapter 4 : Battlefield 4 Multiplayer Guides, Tips and Tricks
We know you're eager to hone your skills and jump online, but before you do, cut your teeth on the.

As you can see from reading my website you already know I am making money playing some of my favorite
games from home with the help of the internet. As a thank you for making my dream a reality I have partnered
with an online video game retailer who is willing to teach you how to get started now and quit your current
job. To read his guide Battlefield 4 online is intense. The result of all this might be your character dying a
whole lot. I can do something about those. Understand It One of the most important qualities for you to
possess if you want to live longer in Battlefield 4 is game comprehension. This is a big concept. It contains
quite a lot of material. Knowledge of the different game modes. Game Modes You should know how the
different game modes work. Take a mode like Rush. One team is attacking and destroying the M-COM
stations. Many will play the objective , with the possible exception of wannabe top shot snipers who are only
looking for easy kills, or players that primarily play to show off their aviation skills. In it, most attackers will
storm towards the M-COM stations. Most defenders will always circle the same stations. A lot of players will
choose the same routes, time and time again. Recons will place themselves in the same areas, time and time
again. Defenders of an M-COM station will take the same positions match after match. There will of course be
variations. But a lot of things repeat themselves in Battlefield online. Good map knowledge includes, among
other things, this: Vehicle Spawns Some vehicles will show up in different places, at different times, during a
match. Learn where these places are. Routes Knowing as many different routes on a map as possible allows
you to plan your movements better. High Traffic Routes Some routes are used more often than others â€” by
both friendlies and hostiles. The chance of meeting strong opposition is bigger here. Learn to recognize these
routes. Shortcuts There are a lot of shortcuts in the Battlefield maps. Detours Detours are often, well, longer
routes to a target. But the chance of you surprising your opponents with a flanking attack or an attack from
behind is much bigger. And so are your chances of survival. Sniper Spots Many recon players are predictable.
They quickly identify their favorite positions. And they use them. Hideouts A lot of times, the smartest thing
you can do is hide. As such, you should know as many good hideouts as possible. These can be anything from
bushes to buildings. Situational Awareness Predicting what your opponents are going to do requires neither a
clairvoyant nor an astrologist. But it does require you to have situational awareness. You use what you see and
hear in the game to predict what the other players will do next. And even more hostiles will die at your hands.
Situational awareness is a skill that needs to be learnt. And it develops over time. Here are some tips on how
to reinforce it: Battlefield 4 online contains a range of audible clues. Footsteps, the sound of incoming
grenades, engines, shots, and so on, are often easy to hear. Not only will you hear the sound. When you or a
teammate spots enemies, these are marked on your HUD, and on the mini map. When something happens to
an objective â€” like the enemy being about to capture it â€” its icon will warn you. Walk more than you run.
There are several reasons for me saying this: And before you had the time to raise your own weapon, your
character was dying on the ground. When you walk more, these situations will occur less often. But those who
promote this argument forget to mention a couple of important things: But make sure you get to safety before
doing so. Easy Target Here â€” Reload in Progress! Avoid Open Areas The Battlefield 4 maps comprise of a
lot of open areas. Avoid them like the plague. Letting your character run around in the middle of street or in
the wide open? Move From Cover to Cover Battlefield 4 online has a wealth of cover to choose from. Some is
permanent, some temporary. Scan the area and find the next cover. Repeat this procedure like the
never-ending story. Planning to move over a bigger part of a map? Pick a route that gives you as much cover
as possible between you and the hostiles. Practice Piloting in the Test Range Helicopters and jet fighters are
hard to master to start with. Both the flying itself and weapon handling require skills. He might be able to hit
your character with two or three bullets. If you are reading this than you still have an interest in working from
home playing games. I know the feeling and would love to help. My friend has written a guide to get anyone
started now, even if you have very little money to invest. Your opponent may only need to hit with an
additional one or two bullets to make his kill. You, on the other hand, will have to get in at least four or five
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hits. You can try returning fire. You can turn around and try to run. If you succeed, try finding an alternate
route and attack the hostile from his side or back. You can try escaping, and not bother with the hostile at all.
My experience is that the chance of survival is best with options 2 and 3. The game is merciless against
players that have a bad aim. Where you aim makes a difference, too. You wanna be a Battlefield 4 Top Shot?
You should be able to control the recoil and the muzzle climb. You need to master correct aim point
placement in relation to target distance. And how will I learn these things? Expect that one or more opponents
are waiting for you. Here are some things to keep in mind: Use a detour, just to surprise the welcome
committee. Try getting an overview of the area surrounding the target first. Take out any bad guys before
moving towards the target. Smoke Saves Lives Are you about to attack an objective? Equip your soldier with
smoke grenades. A smokescreen might be just the thing you need to capture a flag or destroy an M-COM
station, and still live to tell the tale. ZigZag Saves Lives Are you getting shot at? Zigzagging can save your
life. Why does it work? And zigzagging makes this considerably more difficult for them. Spotting Saves Lives
Try spotting your target before shooting, if you can. Should you miss, you may still get a new chance if your
target makes a run for it. This way you might be tipped off if the target attempts a flanking attack or an attack
from behind.
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Chapter 5 : 20+ Tips for Increased Longevity in Battlefield 4 Multiplayer
Scroll down to read our guide named "Walkthrough And FAQ" for Battlefield 4 on PlayStation 4 (PS4), or click the above
links for more cheats. Tweet Check PC cheats for this game Check Xbox cheats for this game Check PlayStation 3
cheats for this game Check Xbox One cheats for this game.

Successfully complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding weapon in Multiplayer mode:
Successfully complete the "Final Duty" assignment during the final campaign mission. Successfully complete
the "Tombstone Actual" campaign mission. Successfully complete the "A Trapped Wolf Will" campaign
mission. Successfully complete the "Peace Maker" assignment during the final campaign mission.
Successfully complete the "To Valhalla" assignment during the final campaign mission. Successfully complete
the "Fang Of The Underworld" campaign mission. Successfully complete the "Vanguard" assignment by
getting 5 savior kills, 20 suppression assists, and destroying 3 explosives. Successfully complete the "Lions
Tigers And Bears" assignment by killing 10 support enemies, 10 engineer enemies, and 10 recon enemies
while on an Assault class. Successfully complete "The I In Team" assignment by getting 2 sniper rifle ribbons,
10 radio beacon spawns, and 20 spot assists. Successfully complete the "Recoil Kinetics" assignment by
reaching a rank of "10" and getting 20 headshots with the Unica 6. Successfully complete the "Big Splash"
assignment by activating the floodgates on the "Sunken Dragon" map and get 5 kills while swimming. Dog
Tag locations Search the indicated locations to find all 19 Dog Tags in the game: Baku 1 - Nice Play: Just as
the tutorial begins, look at the bulletin board through the first door on the right to find it being held to the
board with a knife. It is near the courtyard. Before dropping down into the room where the first gadget weapon
cache is located, jump over the hole in the floor to find it stuck to the shutters of the middle window. Shanghai
4 - One Man Riot: At the start of the mission, go right and down the alley, then go left at the end to find it
attached to a door with a glowing red light. When you reach the lobby of the hotel, look above the elevator to
find it. After the tank chase sequence, go to the back of the alley, and search behind a tree to find it on a gate
at the dead end. South China Sea 7 - Carcharodon: At the start of the mission, go down the first hallway. Look
for the two men near the glowing red light at the end. Just before reaching them, there is a barracks room on
the right. Enter the room to find it on the top bunk bed. After swimming underwater to find the G, your squad
will surface in a room. Search for a door with a glowing green light. It is behind the brown pillar on the left,
near the debris. After Hannah is rescued from the infirmary, the squad will return to the upper deck. Go
outside, turn right, and search the copilot seat of the crashed helicopter to find it. Singapore 10 - Horizontal
Rain: After the mission begins, look near the empty white boat on the left to find it on the beach. At the club
where your squad gets into a fight, look behind the bar counter with the red stools to find it. After entering the
hangar with the large white and blue passenger plane, climb onto the left wing using the ramp to find it pinned
to the plane door. Kunlun Mountains 13 - Cage Fighter: When you meet back up with Irish after rescuing him,
look for the dark holding cells in the next room to the right. It is inside the last cell down the hall. In the room
where you must protect Dima while he hacks the control room, climb up to the catwalk, and scale the left wall
to find it being held to a broken electrical box with a knife. Before going up the large ramp to take the tram
down the mountain, go underneath this platform, and walk to the ledge. Look down over the middle to see it
sticking out. Tashgar 16 - The Destruction Enthusiast: When you reach the building in the park with the blue
blankets hanging above the staircase near the bridge , look for a blue truck ahead of another building in the
park. Destroy it, then enter through the truck to find it. After reaching the base and defeating the enemy
helicopter, climb the yellow ladder on the left to reach the top of the office building. Jump to the black
scaffolding to find it. Suez 18 - The Rebel: While fighting on the flight deck, look for a white plane on the left
side of the deck. Climb onto the plane using the right wing, and walk towards the tail to find it stuck to the
side with a knife. When you reach the infirmary inside the Valkyrie, look on the right side behind the second
set of curtains in the medbay to find it on one of the beds. Near each switch are two doors that can be opened
by using C4. Enter the door located just to the west of where the D flag is located in Conquest Large mode to
find a radio on the floor. If a player has the Franchise Veteran Dog Tag equipped, the radio will play the
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Battlefield theme song when he or she interacts with it. Have each player go to one of the two buttons shown
in the video below in the "Rogue Transmission" map. Have both players interact with the button at the exact
same time to trigger the Dinosaur Easter Egg. If done correctly, you will hear a high pitch beep when
activating both switches at the same time. Then, eventually one of two dinosaur soundbites will play. You will
either hear trees falling down and some grumbling or tress falling down and a roar. You may also see some
trees move while the soundbite plays if you are looking in the right area of the map. Additionally, the
soundbites may continue looping every few minutes after being activated. Exploding Ship Easter Egg In the
"Hainan Resort" map, use a sniper rifle on top of the tall building to aim at the large ship out in the sea. Shoot
the small yellow light around the middle of the ship to cause a huge explosion. Have ten players swim to it,
and the Megalodon will appear. It will kill anyone nearby and explode. Trophies Successfully complete one of
the following tasks to get a trophy: Collect all other Battlefield 4 trophies. Obtain 20, points in the Singapore
mission in the Campaign. A one-man riot Silver: Obtain 11, points in the Shanghai mission in the Campaign.
Terror of the deep Silver: Obtain 11, points in the South China Sea mission in the Campaign. Obtain 12, points
in the Kunlun Mountains mission in the Campaign. Above and beyond the call Silver: Complete all
Assignments in the Campaign. Obtain 15, points in the Tashgar mission in the Campaign. Guardian of the
fleet Silver: Obtain 6, points in the Suez mission in the Campaign. Unlock all assignments and collectibles in
the Campaign. Complete the Campaign on Easy. Obtain 7, points in the Baku mission in the Campaign.
Braving the storm Bronze: Complete the Singapore mission in the Campaign. Complete the Shanghai mission
in the Campaign. The fall of a Titan Bronze: Complete the South China Sea mission in the Campaign. Dead
by dawn Bronze: Complete the Kunlun Mountains mission in the Campaign. Guns at dawn Bronze: Complete
the Suez mission in the Campaign. Fishing in Baku Bronze: Complete the Baku mission in the Campaign.
Complete the Tashgar mission in the Campaign. It was on the way Find 6 collectibles in the Campaign. Took
a casual look around Bronze: Find 9 collectibles in the Campaign. Find 15 collectibles in the Campaign. Done
some searching Bronze: Find 12 collectibles in the Campaign.
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The best place to get cheats, codes, cheat codes, walkthrough, guide, FAQ, unlockables, trophies, and secrets for
Battlefield 4 for PlayStation 4 (PS4).

Successfully complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding weapon in Multiplayer mode:
Successfully complete the "Final Duty" assignment during the final campaign mission. Successfully complete
the "Tombstone Actual" campaign mission. Successfully complete the "A Trapped Wolf Will" campaign
mission. Successfully complete the "Peace Maker" assignment during the final campaign mission.
Successfully complete the "To Valhalla" assignment during the final campaign mission. Successfully complete
the "Fang Of The Underworld" campaign mission. Successfully complete the "Vanguard" assignment by
getting 5 savior kills, 20 suppression assists, and destroying 3 explosives. Successfully complete the "Lions
Tigers And Bears" assignment by killing 10 support enemies, 10 engineer enemies, and 10 recon enemies
while on an Assault class. Successfully complete "The I In Team" assignment by getting 2 sniper rifle ribbons,
10 radio beacon spawns, and 20 spot assists. Successfully complete the "Recoil Kinetics" assignment by
reaching a rank of "10" and getting 20 headshots with the Unica 6. Successfully complete the "Big Splash"
assignment by activating the floodgates on the "Sunken Dragon" map and get 5 kills while swimming. Dog
Tag locations Search the indicated locations to find all 19 Dog Tags in the game: Baku 1 - Nice Play: Just as
the tutorial begins, look at the bulletin board through the first door on the right to find it being held to the
board with a knife. It is near the courtyard. Before dropping down into the room where the first gadget weapon
cache is located, jump over the hole in the floor to find it stuck to the shutters of the middle window. Shanghai
4 - One Man Riot: At the start of the mission, go right and down the alley, then go left at the end to find it
attached to a door with a glowing red light. When you reach the lobby of the hotel, look above the elevator to
find it. After the tank chase sequence, go to the back of the alley, and search behind a tree to find it on a gate
at the dead end. South China Sea 7 - Carcharodon: At the start of the mission, go down the first hallway. Look
for the two men near the glowing red light at the end. Just before reaching them, there is a barracks room on
the right. Enter the room to find it on the top bunk bed. After swimming underwater to find the G, your squad
will surface in a room. Search for a door with a glowing green light. It is behind the brown pillar on the left,
near the debris. After Hannah is rescued from the infirmary, the squad will return to the upper deck. Go
outside, turn right, and search the copilot seat of the crashed helicopter to find it. Singapore 10 - Horizontal
Rain: After the mission begins, look near the empty white boat on the left to find it on the beach. At the club
where your squad gets into a fight, look behind the bar counter with the red stools to find it. After entering the
hangar with the large white and blue passenger plane, climb onto the left wing using the ramp to find it pinned
to the plane door. Kunlun Mountains 13 - Cage Fighter: When you meet back up with Irish after rescuing him,
look for the dark holding cells in the next room to the right. It is inside the last cell down the hall. In the room
where you must protect Dima while he hacks the control room, climb up to the catwalk, and scale the left wall
to find it being held to a broken electrical box with a knife. Before going up the large ramp to take the tram
down the mountain, go underneath this platform, and walk to the ledge. Look down over the middle to see it
sticking out. Tashgar 16 - The Destruction Enthusiast: When you reach the building in the park with the blue
blankets hanging above the staircase near the bridge , look for a blue truck ahead of another building in the
park. Destroy it, then enter through the truck to find it. After reaching the base and defeating the enemy
helicopter, climb the yellow ladder on the left to reach the top of the office building. Jump to the black
scaffolding to find it. Suez 18 - The Rebel: While fighting on the flight deck, look for a white plane on the left
side of the deck. Climb onto the plane using the right wing, and walk towards the tail to find it stuck to the
side with a knife. When you reach the infirmary inside the Valkyrie, look on the right side behind the second
set of curtains in the medbay to find it on one of the beds. Near each switch are two doors that can be opened
by using C4. Enter the door located just to the west of where the D flag is located in Conquest Large mode to
find a radio on the floor. If a player has the Franchise Veteran Dog Tag equipped, the radio will play the
Battlefield theme song when he or she interacts with it. Have each player go to one of the two buttons shown
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in the video below in the "Rogue Transmission" map. Have both players interact with the button at the exact
same time to trigger the Dinosaur Easter Egg. If done correctly, you will hear a high pitch beep when
activating both switches at the same time. Then, eventually one of two dinosaur soundbites will play. You will
either hear trees falling down and some grumbling or tress falling down and a roar. You may also see some
trees move while the soundbite plays if you are looking in the right area of the map. Additionally, the
soundbites may continue looping every few minutes after being activated. Exploding Ship Easter Egg In the
"Hainan Resort" map, use a sniper rifle on top of the tall building to aim at the large ship out in the sea. Shoot
the small yellow light around the middle of the ship to cause a huge explosion. Have ten players swim to it,
and the Megalodon will appear. It will kill anyone nearby and explode. Achievements Accomplish the
indicated achievement to get the corresponding number of Gamerscore points: Storm bringer 25 points: Obtain
20, points in the Singapore mission in the Campaign. A one-man riot 25 points: Obtain 11, points in the
Shanghai mission in the Campaign. Terror of the deep 25 points: Obtain 11, points in the South China Sea
mission in the Campaign. Obtain 12, points in the Kunlun Mountains mission in the Campaign. Above and
beyond the call 25 points: Complete all Assignments in the Campaign. Demolition man 25 points: Obtain 15,
points in the Tashgar mission in the Campaign. Guardian of the fleet 25 points: Obtain 6, points in the Suez
mission in the Campaign. Full arsenal 65 points: Unlock all assignments and collectibles in the Campaign.
Complete the Campaign on Easy. Obtain 7, points in the Baku mission in the Campaign. Braving the storm 20
points: Complete the Singapore mission in the Campaign. Complete the Shanghai mission in the Campaign.
The fall of a Titan 20 points: Complete the South China Sea mission in the Campaign. Dead by dawn 20
points: Complete the Kunlun Mountains mission in the Campaign. Guns at dawn 20 points: Complete the Suez
mission in the Campaign. Fishing in Baku 20 points: Complete the Baku mission in the Campaign. Complete
the Tashgar mission in the Campaign. It was on the way Find 6 collectibles in the Campaign. Took a casual
look around 20 points: Find 9 collectibles in the Campaign. Methodical search 20 points:
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Chapter 7 : BATTLEFIELD 4 Walkthrough â€“ Part 10 â€“ Mission 4: SINGAPORE | Gameocracy
Battlefield 4 is easily one of the biggest games of the year, both on current and next generation consoles; we also can't
forget about PC. If you need extensive combat training, congratulations, because you came to the right place. That said,
here is Prima's free Battlefield 4 multiplayer guide.

This FAQ is the sole copyright of Andrea "Azul Fria" Castillo aka Ice Queen Zero and cannot be put on other
sites or posted without my given permission nor can it be reproduced without proper consent. For my other
guides: Fueled by the next-generation power and fidelity of Frostbite" 3 Battlefield 4 provides a visceral
dramatic experience unlike any other. Only in Battlefield can you demolish the buildings shielding your
enemy. Only in Battlefield will you lead an assault from the back of a gun boat. Battlefield grants you the
freedom to do more and be more while playing to your strengths and carving your own path to victory. There
is no comparison. Immerse yourself in the glorious chaos of all-out war found only in Battlefield.
Unfortunately, as the vehicle sinks Sgt. Dunn has no hope of escape as he is pinned down hard in the
wreckage. He gives you his gun and orders you to shoot out the window to save yourself and the others. The
moment you do so, time flashes back to moments prior to the crash which you will play out the scenario
leading to it. Run down the halll and head for the safe house. Pac will catch you off guard and almost shoot
you in the face. Dunn also comes in and spooks him. Check the crate for the weapons. Go the window and
Irish will jump out the window across the street. Protect him from all hostiles by killing them from where he
says they are coming from. Once all is clear, Irish will climb into the safehouse. Move ahead and when you
see daylight, aim for the door and shoot whoever comes out of it. Drop down and run to the door but turn
around and shoot the enemies coming from behind below where you used to be. Rush in when you hear the
word "Clear" then drop down into a red painted room. Use a explosive weapon to blast through the wall. Dunn
has you scan the area. Do so until you see a truck with orange traces that are coming from it. These are enemy
soldiers that dropped down from it. Your new objective is to reach the factory roof. Run down the right side
and flank them. Kill the remaining ones in the back and a copter will rise and this must be Firebird. She states
there are multiple heat signatures ahead. Deal with all the enemies from afar. Press the indicated button to
Engage and send the copter after the enemies. The next set of enemies lob grenades. Watch out for those. Stay
back as far as possible and let Firebird take out most of the work when she is ready to be sent out and take
cover and get rid of the rest of the enemies. You know when it is clear when Firebird confirms it and says push
on. In the meantime, she will remind you if there are more enemies arriving and that is a lifesaver. Run into
the pipe to end up in a building. When you get to the exit pipe, be on your toes. The enemies are now shooting
RPGs that cause Firebird to fall back. Kill everybody on the ground then kill everyone on the catwalk above.
They are still lobbing grenades at you so be on the move at all times. When it is all clear follow your squad
into the factory. In the elevator, you get a message from Firebird that there is hostile air. Everyone ducks down
and gets knocked out of the elevator onto the catwalk. Run down the catwalk like crazy and run up the stairs.
Run onto the roof and get to the chopper. A driver comes in and the soldiers commandeer the vehicle. Follow
the onscreen instruction on how to drive and head for the secondary extraction point. Follow the road
wherever it takes you and the enemy copter will still harass you. Irish gives you a grenade launcher and you
blast the helicopter to kingdom com but you also end up taking a plunge into the water thus bringing us back
to the present. Everyone except Dunn swim to shore and Dunn dies a noble death. When he is done, follow
him and Irish to a yellow ladder and go up. You will see a Chinese politician speaking on the big screen on a
building. When you get to another ladder, go down and run across the right side of the fountain and go up the
stairs leading to the hotel. Go to the right side of the building and the door is open here. Your new objective is
to reach the VIPs. Follow the gang to the elevator and hit the button and go inside. Pac hands you a UMP
During the elevator ride, you and the gang end up on the wrong floor and open fire on the people inside before
heading up another floor. Open the crate for weapons. Move forward and get ready to round the corner but
stay low for now and wait for two of the enemies to go up the stairs then sneak up on the the initial enemy and
stealth kill him then quietly head to the outside and up the stairs and flank the other two. Their comrades will
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come down the stairs inside. Deal with them as you fight your way up those stairs. There will be several
people to kill so mark them as you go for engagement. Go up the stairs and the door is locked. Pac will
attempt to disable the security system. You will see a copter outside. Go downstairs and get some claymore
and prepare for another gun battle. Place Claymore near the stairs so you can blow up anybody who tries to
charge in. Head back up the stairs and into the room. Go inside the elevator upstairs and once up there, you
will hear an explosion. You initially think that the mission was a failure after rounding the corners and the
VIPs got blown up but fortunately Kovic had switched rooms and the VIPs are alive. Hannah introduces
herself and her husband whom is wounded. Kovic says to commandeer a copter on the roof. Head for the
stairwell and you will be in a red area. Go up the stairs and and quietly highlight all enemies then start blasting
everyone as you try to secure the copter. You will be notified when it is all clear. Get inside the copter and the
husband gets shot. Shoot all of the enemies that attack. Amidst the firefight, the copter had made a getaway.
Move around the area killing any remaining enemies looming around after the initial firefight stopped. Go
down the stairs in the red room and go into the elevator. Next objective is to reach the Waterfront. After
exiting, Garrison says exit is still not possible with the copter outside and you must reach the ship in 30
minutes but you are not timed for this. He says the quickest way out is east. No choice here but to fight it out.
Once you get on the outer fountain, more of the enemies will be lowered from the copter. You can kill most of
them easily by launching a grenade where they land then kill the survivors. Run down the alley to the west and
a tank will come out. Double back and cut a left into another alley and kill the enemies at the end of it. Keep
pushing forward while avoiding the tanks blasts where you see open space. Eventually, you and the gang reach
a couple who are hugging and ask for your help reaching the river. Follow the couple to their safehouse. Chen
says there are tanks outside and you must find an anti-tank explosive. Head outside and run across the catwalk
and go down the stairs. Grab whatever explosive you prefer and you have two options. The first option is
dangerous as the tank will actually try to rolling over them. A good strategy is to place the mines close
together in a zig zag pattern so the tank will not be able avoid being blown up at least once.
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Chapter 8 : Battlefield 4 Walkthrough - Page 2
â€¢ Covers All Platforms including Xbox One and PlayStation 4 â€¢ GEAR UP WITH GOLD- Receive a FREE gold
Battlefield 4 Battlepack with this Collector's Edition Battlefield 4 guide.

Number of points required for the gold badge: Number of hidden The dog tags: Number of hidden weapons:
Watch a short introductory cutscene. You are in the car with Irish and Hannah. After a while, you will notice
units of the Russian army and you will stop. You will be spotted by the hidden Marine unit, who will take you
along to their hideout. From there, you will be able to move on. Reach Old Town Run after Irish and you
should notice an ammo box after a while. Take the appropriate equipment and continue the mission. Irish will
notice that there are large numbers of the enemy units and patrolling tanks in the area. In the first place, you
will have to destroy the tank but, for the sake of safety, use the tactical visor first, to mark the rest of the units
in this location. Next, approach the gadget box, which is marked on the minimap. Take C4 explosives and
follow the tank. Just like in the "Shanghai" mission, it is immensely important that you stay out of the range of
vision of the tank, and behind it instead. Run up to the tank, attach two C4 charges, run away and explode the
charges once you are at a safe distance. The explosion will alarm the enemy units and the battle will ensue.
Hide behind a cover and fire at the approaching enemies. Some of them are in the buildings or on the rooftops
so, you need to be careful. Try to push Northwards slowly as well [N on the minimap]. Just a bit more After
you have killed all of the enemies, you should have already reached the Northern gate. You will find a tank
here - get into the vehicle and cut though the gate. You can use the onboard guns to kill the enemies. Follow
the marker on the minimap until you get to a place a tunnel entrance , where you will have to get out of the
tank. Do that and walk through the door. It is time for another fight with the Russian units. Approach the
nearby ammo box and replenish your ammo. In this stage, it is best to take a position near one of the buildings,
at least at the beginning. Dash into the nearby building and kill the enemies there. Then, approach the window
and use the tactical visor to mark all of the enemies. You should also notice another tank here. Do not worry,
you still have the C4 charges, which you took from the box. As for now, you can ignore the tank because it is
at a safe distance and is not focused on you yet. While standing in the window, kill all of the enemies that you
can reach from here. Once the area is clear and free of the enemy units, you can deal with the tank. Select the
C4 charge and run towards the tank, while trying not to attract its attention. Plant two C4 charges and explode
them once you are at a safe distance. You will go no farther, mate. After you have destroyed the tank, finish
off the rest of the enemies and follow Irish and Hannah. You will reach a Marines camp, where you will talk
to Major Greenland. She will equip you with a car so, enter it along with the others. Destroy the Dam After a
nap in the car, it is time to go ahead. Run along the tunnel and approach the ammo box. As your primary
weapon, select the assault rifle, and the marksman, or sniper rifle as your secondary weapon. Follow Irish and,
after a while, you will bump into a patrol of Russian soldiers. This will alarm the soldiers in the camp located
beneath. Once the area below is relatively clear, go there. Kill the remainder of the enemies. After a moment,
there should appear a helicopter. The best idea is to hide in an opened container and stick out just for a
moment, to take a shot. Repeat until you succeed. The chopper will then crash land and you will be able to go
ahead. Climb up the stairs onto the white platform and jump onto the colorful containers. Now, go ahead kill
the enemies along your way. Turn your attention to the enemies at the heavy machine guns. You will have to
deal with them in the first place, because the guns deal a lot of damage. A dangerous sort After a while, you
will reach an elevator - walk inside and press the switch to move. Once you are downstairs, approach the
ammo box and replenish your ammo. The most useful weapon at this point will be the marksman rifle instead
of the sniper rifle. Turn left and start shooting at the enemies approaching down the corridor. Cover Hannah,
who is planting the first C4 charge. Run ahead and eliminate the successive soldiers. A moment later, you will
have to plant another charge. Search for the spot marked with the white dot and press [E]. Keep running
ahead, until you end up on a scaffolding. Now, you should be using the marksman rifle for the whole time,
because the enemies will be appearing at quite a distance, and this will make aiming easier for you. After a
while, Irish will plant the last charge so, run along the scaffolding and kill the Russian soldiers along the way.
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At some point, you will have to jump over to the other side of the scaffolding so, aim at the ladder, otherwise
you will fall and you will have to start over from the checkpoint. Once you are almost at the top, it will turn
out that further passage is cut off. You will be attacked by another wave of soldiers. You have no other choice
but detonate the charges. Select the C4 detonator and press the [LMB], to see a spectacular cutscene. After you
get out of water, you will notice a helicopter, a friendly one this time around. Run ahead towards the building
and take the stairs to reach the rooftop. Major Greenland will offer you transport to the place where your last
mission takes place.

Chapter 9 : Mission 6 - Tashgar | Walkthrough - Battlefield 4 Game Guide & Walkthrough | www.nxgvision.
OVEERVIEW. Battlefield 4 is the genre-defining action blockbuster made from moments that blur the line between game
and glory. Fueled by the next-generation power and fidelity of Frostbite" 3 Battlefield 4 provides a visceral dramatic
experience unlike any other.
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